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Wealthco Brand Positioning Recommendation 

Overview 
Upon review of Wealthco's internal resources, accounting partner websites and brand 
story meetings, it has become clear that Wealthco needs to position itself as the guide to 
accounting firms, which intern are the guides for their clients. This relationship is 
somewhat complex to navigate, thus the end goal is to create a communication system 
that is simple, transparent, and easily understandable. Throughout the remainder of this 
recommendation we outline the suggested positioning of the relationship between 
Wealthco, the accounting firm and the end client. 

1. The Integrated Advisory Process 
Currently there is a disconnect and unclear presentation of the relationship between 
Wealthco, their accounting firm partners and their end clients. One cause of this is the 
current presentation of "Integrated Advisory". "Integrated Advisory" is currently 
positioned as its own brand in some cases, and in others as the process that Wealthco 
uses to ensure client success. In either case, "Integrated Advisory" has not been defined 
as to what or how it will help the end client or the accounting firms. 
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Our recommendation is to firmly establish "Integrated Advisory" as Wealthco's process, 
eliminating any brand confusion between "Integrated Advisory" and Wealthco. This will 
create a simple and clear understanding of the entity that is helping clients achieve their 
goals, as well as the process they are going to use to achieve them. 

This foundational shift will allow Wealthco to clearly position itself as the guide to its 
accounting firm partners. 

2. The Transparency Of Relationship 
The position of Wealthco within the context of an accounting firm partner's practice is 
cloudy. There is no where on any of the accounting firm "Integrated Advisory" websites 
that shows Wealthco as a strategic partner, even though they will eventually be 
introduced to Wealthco once they decide to enter into an "Integrated Advisory" 
relationship. 

Our recommendation is to be transparent with the end client from the start and position 
Wealthco as the strategic wealth management partner to the accounting firms. Wealthco 
should be positioned as the "Strategic Wealth Management Partner to CPA Accounting 
Firms" both on Wealthco's home website, and the accounting partner websites. This digs 
Wealthco's heels into a strong position of authority as the guide to accounting firms, and 
provides clarity to the end client as to the relationship between the two entities. 

Conclusion 
The relationship between Wealthco and its accounting firm partners is clear. Wealthco is 
a strategic wealth management partner that help the clients of CPA Accounting Firms 
reach their life goals through the process of "Integrated Advisory". The public 
communication of this relationship is not clear... Yet. 

The goal is to remove confusion, both in the eyes of the accounting firms, and the end 
client. We believe that this recommendation will accomplish this goal upon its 
implementation through the following mediums. 

• Wealthco's Home Website 
• Accounting Firm Partner Websites 
• Ebooks, White Papers and Other Lead Generators 
• Video Content 
• Social Media Content 
• Other Client Relationship Tools and Touch-points 
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